NOTE: THIS ASSEMBLY DRAWING CAN BE USED AS A REFERENCE FOR ALL DEPTH APPLICATION TILT-ONLY UPPER SEAT ASSEMBLIES. REFER TO TRC 0407 - SEAT SIDE SELECTION PAGE OF PARTS MANUAL.
TRC0163 - UPPER SEAT ASS'Y, TILT-ONLY

NOTES:
1. N/S = NOT SHOWN
2. FOR SOME SUPER LOW BASE APPLICATIONS, THE ARMREST RECEIVERS WILL
   BE MOUNTED UPSIDE DOWN ON THE OPPOSITE SIDES SO THAT THE LEVERS
   WILL POINT UP WHEN ENGAGED TO AVOID COLLIDING WITH THE BASE COWL.
3. ITEM 6B USED TO SECURE 1.0 RELAY BOX UNDER SEAT PAN. USE ITEM 7 FOR M11 TIPSYS.

TO AVOID SUPER LOW RECEIVER INTERFERENCE
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